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Hi
Thanks for being so patient waiting for this issue  I
have had rather a lot on indeed so apologies etc
What a year 2011 its been so far - road race wins -
TT wins - a season of HWCC success and high
placings and above all membership activity in
events is on the up. Looking over the last 6 months
its clear that we have a large number of new club
members who are new to riding in groups . Some of
this initial learning curve  has been taken care of by
Alisdairs Debutante rides on saturdays and sundays
.However like birds leaving the nest new riders are
reluctant to take the next step and take flight to the
wonders of faster and more challenging groups .
This is pretty normal and very human however the
introduction of  slightly later saturday ride ( 09:30
from the same location { Thame , Daf Trucks car
park} ) we have given Debutantes the opportunity  to
take the next step.These runs will be taken by a
seasoned club rider and will be slightly faster that
the Debutantes rides .Riders will be encouraged in
through and off techniques , and faster paced group
riding with an aim to drill in some discipline that
increases saftety on the road and moves fitness up
to another level .
 Racing - wow what a year , personaly i cant remem-
ber a year of of so many wins and HWCC members
racing . In the past it was only a few highly talented
riders who would race on a regular basis .This year i
have seen all levels race - win and get placings . In
particular i cant help but highlight Karla Boddy and
Adam Brittain as shining examples for us all to
follow , these two riders have trained hard , won
races and above all ( and to me has more value)
encourged other HWCC riders to compete , train
and wear the blue red and yellow HWCC kit - lead-
ing by example is a powerful thing so chapeu to
them im sure from all members .
So onwards---------

Cipo

Editor’s Words of Wisdom

Sprocket Editor Cipo on the way to
the sweet shop



High Intensity Hill Interval Training
By Gordon Wright

Background

Since  last September  I have been working with  Karla Body   and Adam Brittain  on their training programmes.  This has
included  a variety of training structures  and sessions ranging from long steady miles  to   a variety of  shorter  higher
intensity  sessions.   With their permission I will describe here one specific form of training they have been putting to  very
good  effect since  the early summer.  And this is high intensity hill intervals sessions -  typically once a week.   It is what I
would  call the almost perfect training session because of the large range of benefits  that accrue from such hard work.
But let me add at the outset that such training does require motivated and physically able riders who have the innate
genetic ability to respond to what can be quite  brutal  training sessions.

You will all know from Adams Topsham’s weekly roundups  that Karla is now regularly putting her powerful sprint  to very
good effect in women’s road racing and  a number  of you have seen Adam’s  back wheel disappearing up some hill as he
sped away into the distance and this natural ability has earned him some very good road race places.  Both started the
season as 4th category riders  and they are now both accumulating points towards their first category licences.  Their
success is due to their natural respective abilities, motivation and dedication to their training and wiliness to work hard.  Hill
interval training has played a part in helping to bring out  their innate abilities and I will  summarise  here the main benefits
that can accrue from what can   be a brutal way to train.  But such  training is only one part of a bigger programme of
training types and stresses. And crucially  it does need balancing with a good diet of  long steady miles built on a solid
aerobic fitness base.

Another  win for Karla - to the right Gandalf celebrates



What are  High Intensity Hill Intervals
Ok so  what is high intensity hill training ?    Put simply after a good warm up ride it  is  riding as hard as possible up a
reasonably steep climb  over  a duration of about 50 to 60 seconds  - no more.   Then  after a few minutes  of recovery
repeating the effort.  A full session of such efforts  might be as many as ten intervals, either straight off,  or as two sets of
five intervals with a slightly longer rest between the two sets.  Then  follows  a warm down ride home. That’s it. But the
results can be quite dramatic for  those who are  motivated  and prepared to work very hard. But it is not for all.  Ending up
feeling sick at the top of some hill is not everyone’s idea of having a good  time on a bike. But if you want to succeed  in
sport you have to train hard in a smart way. Read on.

Short intense  interval training is nothing new – the old classic approach going way back was to do one minute on and one
minute off,  And repeat a given number of times.   Since  then many forms  of interval training have been developed. The
difference here is to do short interval efforts ‘explosively’  up a challenging hill.
The duration is critical because if they are longer than around one minute the explosive nature of the effort  declines quickly
and the idea is to keep the intensity and cadence  very high for the whole interval  - anywhere  between 30  seconds and
one minute – but preferably nearer  the minute.
 And repeat up to ten times  in a single session

Adam doing his efforts on a 16% gradient

I first worked on short  intense hill intervals  way back in
1998 with Stuart Dangerfield as part of his range  of
training types. And doses  of regular hill intervals were
part of Stuart’s  training package  right up to when he
retired in 2006.  He would typically average some 300 to
350 miles a week and during blocks of training leading
up to major championships he would include two high
intensity hill sessions a week.     Amongst Stuarts
achievements were 21 UK National time trial
championship wins,  Commonwealth Games
representative at Manchester, Kuala Lumpa  and
Melbourne, GB team member at four World Time Trial
championships and the Athens Olympic Games.

A typical  hill interval session  for Stuart would be  10
one minute  efforts  up his favourite hill as hard has
he could possibly  push himself with each effort
followed by several minutes  of recovery.  Because he
was a very strong and mature rider Stuart would often
follow these intervals   with four or five really  fast 5
minute  intervals on a fast flat  piece  of road to
conclude the days training.   It added  up to a
fearsome session, but this is another story for
another time.

What follows is my description  of the very wide range  of
benefits that accrue from hill  interval work.   And then
some caveats and practical considerations follow at the
end.

Stuart Dangerfield  doing hill work Athens Olympic
Training             Camp Cyprus 2004 – note his
cheeks as he pushes hard on a 12% climb



The Benefits of such hard work on a bike

Improvements in  anaerobic capacity :

The intense anaerobic effort stimulates an increase in anaerobic capacity and therefore the ability to do even more
anaerobic work during  future sessions.  And a good anaerobic capacity is so important to success in road racing in
particular.

Developing agility and quickness :

Repeated hill efforts  teach  the  muscles and nervous system to react fast against a high resistance to propel the bike and
body up a steep incline  with high force and cadence.   This is  all about developing a rider  to become   an athlete on the
bike :  agile, nimble,  fast, explosive and strong.
Improving specific core strength :

Out of the saddle working  very hard  up a steep incline develops  the arms, shoulders, back and the stomach muscles to
varying degrees in a  cycling specific action. Stressing these muscle groups as the  bike and body are heaved uphill enable
the  legs to put down more force and power.  Every muscle and muscle group used and developed  in hill intervals can
directly contribute to performance in cycling competition  because they  have all been stressed and stimulated  whilst
riding the bike very hard.   Almost the whole body is flexed and stressed in one single all out powerful effort. As the body
adapts to such all over body work the strength and speed that develops becomes very motivational to do even more such
sessions. Success feeds on success.

Fast  Twitch  muscle fibre stimulation :

The effort is so intense that it stimulates the high power fast twitch muscle fibres which many ordinary training sessions fail
to achieve except in small amounts. Road racers  need a well developed supply of these muscle  fibres.  And you might be
surprised  to learn they are of major value in short distance time trialing – such as 10s and 25s  because you can get  off
the mark faster without damaging the rest of the ride and in the  closing mile or so you can put in the big finishing effort to
clinch that PB.  Even sportive riders would benefit by making the difference of going off the back or not,  from a group
towards the end of long climb. Just being overall stronger on the bike helps all forms of cycling activity.

Developing explosiveness :

Hill sessions develop  the ability to accelerate very fast  and generate high power very quickly – it leads to significant
developments in neuromuscular signalling  and reaction time. In Karla’s case she can hit some 650 watts from standing
start in around  3 to 4 seconds, and she can hold over   500  watts for around  30 seconds.  And Adam, who weighs  in at
some 59 kgs,   can hit 750 watts in just 3 seconds or so on a climb with a 16% section.  It’s a massive near 13 watts per
kg of body weight he’s pushing out.  So don’t upset him on a hill.

In Karla’s case this type of training is helping to bring out her natural sprint, and in Adam’s case it’s helping to make  him
even faster on the hills, and he can accelerate his 59 kg of body  weight plus bike much faster. They are all round much
stronger  athletes.

Faster  recovery  :

Many sessions  of repeated hill efforts  develop  the ability to recover from such intense efforts much quicker – this has a
major benefit in road races to withstand repeated attacks. And of course  it means future hill sessions  can be done at even
higher levels with all the benefits that come.

There are some  less well understood benefits to be accrued from this form of training. Read on :

Increase  in natural growth  hormones :

It is reported in some of the serious sports science and conditioning  journals that very intense exercise stimulates the
body’s  production of growth hormones.  This has a major beneficial  effect on muscle recovery  and growth during the
recovery phase  of training. Our natural growth hormone supply has a major anabolic effect on our muscles and if this
supply can be stimulated above  normal levels it will help with muscle repair and  growth.   This can have a major benefit for
more  mature riders whose natural growth hormone production declines with age. But regular and controlled intense
exercise can slow down this process.



Increase  in natural growth  hormones :

It is reported in some of the serious sports science and conditioning  journals that very intense exercise stimulates the
body’s  production of growth hormones.  This has a major beneficial  effect on muscle recovery  and growth during the
recovery phase  of training. Our natural growth hormone supply has a major anabolic effect on our muscles and if this
supply can be stimulated above  normal levels it will help with muscle repair and  growth.   This can have a major benefit for
more  mature riders whose natural growth hormone production declines with age. But regular and controlled intense
exercise can slow down this process.

Stimulation of fast  twitch muscle fibres.

It is  a well  known and unfortunate fact that as we age our fast  twitch muscle fibres begin to disappear – that is they
atrophy.   But like growth hormone production this decay process   can  be slowed down considerably  by working the
muscle very hard at high intensity as part of a regular training programme.  The old saying :  ‘use it or lose it’   is so very
true.

Improvements  in aerobic capacity.

It might seem surprising that such short highly intensive all out efforts could lead to improvements in aerobic capacity.
Research scientists working in the field of muscle cell research have found that intense physical stress on a muscle
stimulates a cell signalling process that ends  with the production of muscle cell mitochondria. And it is the  mitochondria
that  are the powerhouse units within muscles that generate aerobic energy.    So put in some very intense efforts  and you
will improve aerobic capacity  as well as all the other benefits.    I have detailed this in a paper I published in the Journal  of
Cycle Coaching back last December.   I will put on copy up on the Clubs web pages  for anyone  who would like to follow
this through.
The diagram below shows what  a hill  interval session can  look like. This one shows six one minute efforts  and the power
spike up  for each interval.    Note the slow drop off in power as fatigue set in.



Some overall conclusions  and Caveats

 If you  have got this far  I am sure you will now understand  why  this particular form  of training could considered as one of
the best possible single training sessions for competitive  cycling.    Its  like  weight training on the bike  – by moving a
heavy load very fast –  and this is one of  the key principles  of power training with weights in the gym  such as the
Olympic ‘clean and  jerk’  that develops strength and speed  from a powerful single movement.  But in the case of hill
intervals it’s all done on the bike so all the benefits are directly transferable to bike performance. Its very simple logic of
course – if you become stronger and faster in training you will be stronger and faster in races.

But care needs to be taken with  such training and it should not be undertaken  until a rider is in good shape and has  a
solid base fitness.  In Adam and Karla’s’ case the summer sessions of hill work were on the back of a solid winter of good
base training and structured turbo work. By the time they reached the early summer they were ready for  such hard work.

As already mentioned highly intensive training should be part of a bigger training programme and certainly counter balanced
by regular long steady training miles – often called LSD training (long steady distance).  There is good evidence from sports
science  research that good recovery from regular doses of high intensity training is improved by being interspersed by LSD
training. So the quality of the work in the next high intensity session can be improved. And all of this helps to ensure that
when a rider gets  to the racing they are fresh and ready to go.

As with  any high quality training session hill interval work must be preceded by a good warm up session  of at least 15
minutes  of riding. And then followed by a 15  minutes  ride  home to warm down  and stabilise. A full session of ten hill
intervals with warm up  and  warm down takes  around one hour  - that’s all.  But in that one hour the body gets a
complete work out. It gives a very big return  for the time spent and after  a few weeks some big improvements in strength,
power and speed  will be seen.

Progression in the training can easily be accommodated for by increasing the number  of reps, although I would not
recommend going beyond 10, increasing the size of the gear, or choosing a steeper  hill, or extending the distance covered
as long as the time does not go beyond the one minute.

One last practical point is the selection of gearing. This has  to be matched to the hill. The gear needs to be big enough so
that the load is high but small enough so the cadence can be kept high –it’s important to  try and keep the pedals moving
round fast  for almost the whole minute. But as lactate levels rise  fast cadence will start to drop off towards the end. It’s
also  good to ride  the hill between fixed points. And as you improve  you can see yourself getting to your finish point that
much quicker.   Eventually the finish point may have to be moved further up the hill, or start lower down.

Whilst this type of training might seem heavily in favour of road racers let me point out that Stuart Dangerfield  was the
UK’s fastest short distance time  trialist between 2000 and  2005. In addition to his previously mentioned  achievements
he also won  the National Hill Climb championship five  times and in 2001 he broke the national ten  mile time trial record
when he recorded 18 minutes  and 19 seconds.
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Coffee Corner

Dont beleive me - how
dare  you !!!!
Check them out on line -
of even better - book a
Break away in
Pembrokeshire ( check
Quality Cottages on page
13 )
Its truly a Beautiful Region

http://
cornstorecafe.blogspot.com/

CIPO

I often despair at myself when it comes to my fixation with

coffee and the perfect coffee stop . Why does it bother
me ? Why do i pursue this relentless quest as if driven by
devils with hot pointy tridents - i don’t know ? Is it the taste
, the smile of the baristas Coffee? The smell of cake and
fine tarts tickling my taste buds ? i may never know but
like a Pilgrim seeking penance and forgiveness from the
saints bones i shall continue until i am awakened and
enlightened because surely its the journey that brings us
into the light ( sorry sermon over ).
Pembrokeshire is Truly a cycling heaven - i have cycled
all over this beautiful region and having family in
Pembroke itself helps . The roads in this region are
smooth low in Traffic and have a range of hill, flats and
steep climbs - even a Mountain range ( Presilly ) that you can ride up and around getting wet in the
mountain rain , mist or on good days admiring the views across the sea to look over to Ireland .

I have visited and tasted many wares of the coffee shops in this region and all have a good side but when
it comes to ticking all the boxes the Cornestore in Pembroke for me is ideal - A Beautiful castle view
(Arguably the best in Britain) a lake for a moat below the castle and a superb view of the old walled town
of Pembroke , The cafe itself has seating inside and out ( i sit outside as often as i can ) the cake and
food selection ( all home made) would make any cyclist swoon and all taste amazing ( Lemon drizzle
cake come highly recommended). The coffee here is of the best blend - with a selection of strengths and
regions ref your particular taste. A good coffee shop can be smelt several yards away and as you
descend the hill from the castle the aroma hits you like a duvet on a cold wet day- wonderful . This cafe
for me is the best - cake 10 - coffee 10 - views - 10 chill factor 20 !!!

The cafe is open Mondays to Saturdays from 10am until 5pm.
Light lunches are served between 11.30am and 4pm, with coffees and cakes served all day



In recent years there has been a steady increase in

“mature” riders joining cycling clubs . These MAMILs
(middle aged men in lycra) have taken to time trials and
club runs with an aim to getting fitter  -Many have stayed
away from road racing as often the first experience has
been a mad dash around Hillingdon with sub 25 year
olds leaving a bitter taste ref road or circuit racing .

STOP - put away those fears and doubts away - Road
and circuit racing for the over 40s cant be enjoyable -
simply join the LVRC ( League of Veteran Cyclists ) .
http://lvrc.org/
The League of Veteran Racing Cyclists provides racing
for cyclists who are veterans. To be eligible to join you
must be 40 years of age or more; the League is open
equally to male and female bike racers. Don’t worry if
you think you aren’t fit enough to race - in the LVRC you
are always allowed (encouraged, in fact) to compete in
an older age group than your calendar age indicates.
This is deliberately designed to help people get back
into racing, and move up the groups as fitness starts to
return.

Benefits

The League of Veteran Racing Cyclists: easily the best choice for cyclists
we’ve reached 40
•run by cyclists for cyclists
•cycle racing for men and women over 40
•5-year age bands mean enjoyable competition at your own level of fitness
•annual subscription only £16
•standard race entry fee: £8
•The best third-party public liability insurance you can get
•UK-wide race programme throughout the season
•free quarterly magazine: The Veteran Leaguer
•Annual Handbook and Race calendar
•dynamic website
•events of all kinds: road, time-trial, track, cross
•national road-race and time-trial championships
•national season-long points road-race competition
•organised entry to World Championships if required

•regionally-based democratic organisation – You can have an influence

LVRC - WASSAT ??



HWCC WINTER KIT ORDER TIME

Roll up Roll up ! HWCC winter  Kit is now available to order .
Alasdair McVarish is quartermaster so contact him to place
your order ( details at www,highwycombecc.org)
Winter kit orders are currently being put together so order
asap so you keep snug and warm this coming cold season
CIPO



New  “Entry level” club runs are now being led by Alasdair
Mcvarish

Saturday runs - start at 09.00 and Sundays alternative
Debutant’s club run at 09.30.
These are accurate times as Alasdair  prides himself on
punctuality. Meeting Place is DAF trucks car park on the Thame
Ring road  .
Saturday is usually around 35 miles with coffee at Waterperry.
Sundays are now around 50/60 miles to favoured venues such
as Cafe Uno at Brighwell and the cafe at Winslow.

We  encourage beginners so no-one will get dropped ( for long )
Please Contact Alasdair for time and place meet up. All rides start in
Thame at DAF trucks car park.

SATURDAY DEBUTANTS’ RIDE

A slightly Faster Group ( chain gang) will also leave from the
same location at approx 09:30 ON SATURDAYS ONLY- this
groups pace is “sporting” and meant as stepping point to
sunday club runs or an altenative to the sunday club run .
Leaders of the group will alternate but will be led by a
experienced  HWCC Club member.The runs aim is to sharpen
skills and improve road etiquite with a cafe stop thrown in (
normally Waterperry or Benson ) .Approx 40 miles will be
ridden - STARTING ON SATURDAY OCTOBER 8TH

NEW SATURDAY INTERMEDIATE  CLUB RUN



Wales is pretty much the quickest get away place for many of us in the south
east of England . The

Welsh Roads are
superb ( thanks to
European grants )
which alone are
enough to tempt

HWCC riders to visit
and ride . What

suprises me is the
level of traffic which for the majority of the time is

light ( avoiding bigger towns etc ). Many HWCC riders I have spoken to spend
quite a bit of time riding in wales and I myself have ridden all over the country ,
off road and on . I could wax lyrical for ages about its beauty fauna and views

but you all know what to expect from wales so I wont waffle on . It Rains of
course but we live in a temperate region, so it comes with the territory .

Sometimes my family and friends have stayed at cottages and venues run and
owned by Quality Cottages. These guys have some beautiful accommodation
right across the whole of Wales and I would 100% recommend you try one of
their cottages . Walking , MTB , Road , whatever your poison these guys have

a location you can enjoy . In particular I like Pembrokeshire , it’s quiet , the
roads are awesome and the food superb .

CIPO

Contact Details

FREEPHONE 0800 007 5299For Help, Enquiries, Information & Bookings - 9.00am-9.00pm, 7
days per week

Staff are available from 9.00am-9.00pm, 7 days per week.



HWCC PIN UP BOY

Adam Brittain



Who ,what and why we are

When Cat moved to the UK, she was not authorized to work,
so she spent her free time in training.  She ran various races,
and competed in adventure sports as well as endurance multi
sport events. Eventually people began to inquire about training

advice, nutrition, etc., so by the time she was authorized to find work in her field of
expertise, Cat had realized her passion for sport and fitness as well as helping others
to achieve their fitness goals.  Thus began the move to change careers.  She used her
background in biology as the foundation to build her Personal Training career upon
and has not looked back since.
Primary qualifications are:

· Level 3 Personal Trainer
· UK Athletics Coach

Cat Villarreal Batson is a California born, Texas raised U.S.
citizen. She graduated from Texas A&M University with a B.S.
in biological sciences.  Cat applied this background towards
a 15 year career as an Environmental Consultant.  To help
alleviate the pressures of the corporate world, Cat began
running when asked to compete as part of a company team
in a local marathon.  It was then that she discovered how
much she loved running.

Gareth Batson was originally a studio session musician.  He
juggled that career with a 16 year amateur boxing career. Dur-
ing that time, he began mountain biking as an alternative to run-
ning.  From there he progressed to road cycling and found his
niche.
As a cyclist Gareth is always focused on what he can do to
improve his technique, stamina and speed.  It is because of
this drive for improvement that people began to come to Gareth
for cycling advice and as a result he became interested in
coaching and helping others achieve
their sporting and fitness targets.
Primary qualifications are:
• Level 3 Personal Trainer
• British Cycling Coach



We at CynerGy PT take a holistic approach to fitness.  We believe total fitness is
achieved through exercising the body as well as the mind and the spirit.  Our gym
facilities in Fawley provide the perfect setting to encourage just that.

We are first a personal training facility, providing you with one to one coaching so
that you may reach your particular goals.  We steer away from standard personal
training sessions where you pay a never ending block of sessions with little or no
accountability for you or your trainer, and invariably you see no results.  Most of our
clients are working towards pre-set aspirations.  So each new client meets with one
of our trainers to discuss their goals, and a personal training package is created for
them.  They pay for that package, and at the end of their coaching period, when
they have reached their objective, they leave happy with the fulfilment of that goal.

At CynerGy PT we also provide holistic based therapies.  Along your journey you
may find the need for a chiropractic adjustment to sort out a skeletal based pain, or
realize that regular massage keeps you injury free, or even that a bit of Reiki  would
help to better channel your energy towards positive thinking to help you attain your
pre-selected objective, rather than allowing negative energy to hold you back.  We
have all of these services and more at CynerGy PT waiting to assist you.

Over the years, both Cat and Gareth have
benefited from all of these therapies while training
for various sporting events.  It is because of their
strong belief in the interconnecting links between
personal training and holistic based therapies that
they decided to bring them all together underneath
one roof to create CynerGy PT.

We would love for you to come and visit our ever growing family of personal trainers
and therapists, and see what a fabulous experience awaits you.  You can visit our
website at www.cynergypt.co.uk or contact us on 07951 659728.
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Aston Hill Challenge 2008PLANET CIPO
So yes - here i go  again , you love my planet really ,
you can moan as much as you like but like the
inevitable puncture you cant avoid my witterings .
First things first , dirty laundry , i promised a certain
Trike rider that this year ( and i posted it on Facebook )
that i would do a 100 TT and a 12 hour TT in 2011 - well
the years not over yet but i can tell you know that wont
happen this year - rubbish organisation by my
goodself ensured i buggered that up - i shall of course
be paying penance in 2012 by doing lots of 50s and
few 100s and of course a 12 hour TT as will a few
other HWCC riders (i aint going down on my own etc ) .

On  a positive note 2011 so far has been my best year as a HWCC rider -
several PBs , new distances and events and a whole new approach to training
- in fact racing was my training 25 TTs 50 TTs all made me better - so as Eddie
Merckx says - to get better on the bike - ride your bike fast !!
Motivation this year was pushed to a greater level by a “Gentlemens “
challenge between good friend Mike Landers and myself  aiming at the
evening league TT 10 as the challenged distance and time . We both helped
each other in training and technique , not only did we exchange expensive kit
but we trained together when ever we could pushing each other to faster
times building morale and confidence along the way . This I’m sure differs
from true Alpha male competition  behaviour as in  being aggressive ,not
talking , winding each other up and being insulting to raise blood pressures
and anger levels . Our approach was to do all we could to get the best out of
each other .Our approach worked both us clocking sub 25 TT times on the
evening leagues 10s and seeing faster times on other courses.
As for our “Gentlemans Challenge “ i won it but that was hardly to point of the
challenge to be honest  - the objective being we learnt how to push our bodys
harder and know even more so the value of Goal driven objectives . We are
both still and forever will be burnt out wrecks but burnt out wrecks and be
tuned up and go surprisingly fast if looked after .
Chapeu - Cipo



(Very) Early on the morning of 21 August a merry band of 4 HWCC riders set out to complete in this
prestigious event around the leafy lanes of the Cotswolds. Sadly for Mike Papworth this adventure didn’t
get beyond the start line as he had a pedal mishap (basically his right pedal snapped in two!) So it was
that Juliet Milward and Graham Armit set out on the 60 mile event, hotly pursued by Dean Herbert riding
the ton, with Mike settling in to console himself with bacon butties and coffee. You know the old adage
Mike…buy cheap, buy twice!

Now I am not sure quite how the organisers managed to do it, but they seemed to pick a route that
involved absolutely not flat roads…and that was only within the grounds of Blenheim Palace! Still there
was plenty to see by way of glorious countryside and plenty of support from locals who, in some cases,
were literally hanging out of their windows to cheer us all on. By the time we reached the first feed station,
after 24 (mainly uphill) miles the challenge element to this event was beginning to show itself.

As this was my first event I was unsure of what to expect but the sight that greeted me was akin to what I
imagine the Somme or the beaches of Normandy to look like in their quieter moments, albeit that these
combatants were adorned in lycra. There were bodies everywhere…some armed with energy bars and
drinks and others getting through the copious amount of bacon butties and tea that Cancer Care had laid
on! Quite a sight and one that I think will stay with the village locals for some time to come…

Back on the bike after 15 minutes rest
and straight back into the climbing. Oh
how I love hills…hang about…that was
a much younger, fitter me!! Still the
countryside continued to do it’s best to
lighten the mood and distract as we
passed through Stow-on-the-Wold and
a host of smaller villages. Dean, by this
stage, had split off to complete a 40 mile
loop which he reports was fine apart
from a savage climb at the end which
brought the 100 mile riders back onto
the 60 mile circuit.

By the time we finished I was absolutely
drained. It was nudging toward 24deg in full sun
so the final climb, (again they found one inside
the Palace grounds!) used the last bit of energy,
but I got there in a time of 4h03min. Juliet,
(seasoned campaigner in these events)
finished just ahead and Dean made it round in
7h20. Good effort guys!

Overall this was a superb event, well organised,
marshalled and catered and I would recommend
it to all (next year’s event is on 19 Aug…get it in
your diary now). Although I have nothing to gauge
it against, if this is the standard then you can
chalk me down for some more of these new-
fangled sportives!

Blenhem Palace Sportive 2011

PICS - HWCC
Riders Dean
Herbert , Juliet
Milward and
Graham Armit
Battle the
Blenhem
Sportives route
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First Race Tips
Quick Tips for your First Race!
1. Warm-up. Take 20-30 minutes to get warmed up. Perhaps use your time to pre-ride the course
as a warm up, or warm up on a turbo. Start steady and then build up to a couple of sprints so as to
raise your heart rate.
Then slowly bring your heart rate back down and spin to keep your muscles warm. Once you have
stopped don’t let your legs get cold - keep riding until your event is about to start.
2. Drink water before the race/event to ensure you are hydrated. Also 2 days before the race try
to not get dehydrated!
3. Beginner races are short enough that you won’t need to eat during the race. If you know the race
is going to be over one hour, you might want to have a couple of gels in your pocket (always drink
water right after eating a gel!) Gels are super concentrated and need water to help you digest them.
4. Try to use a sports drink with a few calories to keep you hydrated and to keep your minerals up.
5. Drink every chance you get. Do not wait until you are thirsty as this is usually too late and you may
already be dehydrated.
6. Eat 2-3 hours before the race if possible. The rule of thumb is 200 calories per hour before the
race. A small amount of protein and some carbs.
Low in fat if possible.
7. Race strategy. Don’t start out too hard so that
you bonk or lose all your energy right away. Better
to follow someone and try to hold on to their wheel
if possible.
8. Cool down. Once your race/event has finished
cool down by riding easy for 10-20 mins (if
possible) and stretch. Be sure to get a recovery
drink or food in right away to replenish all the lost
nutrients, etc!
Racing is really an experiential learning situation,
and the learning really never ceases. Most of all,
it’s fun, so just do it and have some fun!

cipo



Autumn Winter Training
We cant ignore it - she is  just around the corner - slightly chilly evenings , the light starting to fade
, long shadows appearing - winter is on her way .

Winter training normally means cold rides and the dreaded Turbo . Over the  winter we need to
turn that loathing of Turbo work into some kind of joy . There are a heap of Turbo sessions you
can download from the HWCC web site . I suggest getting together with your riding friends and
continuing your normal rides but doing them either on the TURBO or getting some good lights
and doing some shorter night rides .

Night riding is best done in groups of 4 or 5 any more seems to confuse the bejesus out of  car
drivers and the like plus in a smaller group there is less risk of wheel touching etc.
Group Turbo sessions are also a great motivation to train - interval sessions or long pyramid
session done as a group can really help and the collective team work done really gets the blood
going so setup a group and make sure you train together and have a good solid goal focused
winter .

Core training is a year round thing however Cat
Batson will im sure welcome more HWCC riders
in as the winter nights draw in ( october ).
 So get a mat - Get a big Ball and some HWCC
winter kit AS YOUR 2012 seasons training will
begin in October

CIPO

Don’t Forget the CORE

Core training over the winter  period is essential
for a successful spring and summer campaign of
racing or competing - your core is the foundation
that builds your body strength and a strong core
will help prevent injury and also help your recover
quickly from injury. Personally i find core sessions
hard as hell but sticking with it is the key and your
pain thresholds will gain and legthen by sticking
with these sessions - racings all about who can
suffer the most and for the longest - keep this in
mind when the going gets hard .



A NEW TYPE OF
MOISTURISER

Udderly SMOOth®
moisturiser cream is an
amazing moisturiser for
adults and children.
It is a unique moisturiser
that will keep your skin
moisturised without any
greasy residue.
It’s non-greasy, non-
staining properties prevent
chapped, sore and dry skin
without even marking
paper with greasy marks
from your fingers.
Use on your face, hands,
feet or anywhere on the
body this is amazing
cream for children,
sportsmen, gardeners,
athletes, water sports
enthusiasts, cyclists,
eczema suffers, even
office workers who have
to handle dry paper all
day without making a
mess!

Relieves
• Nappy rash
• Soreness caused by breast-feeding
• Eczema
• Psoriasis
• Skin conditions caused by chemotherapy treatment
• Sunburn & Windburn
• Dry, Chapped Skin
• Dryness caused by handling paper & documents
• Cracked heels
• Sporting activities:
• Ski-ing & Snowboarding
• Cycling
• Scuba diving
• Surfing
• Watersports such as yachting, sailing, canoeing, kayaking
• Horse riding
• Hiking
• Golf
• Swimming
• Gardening
• Paper cuts
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“I received your samples
and my partner used the
cream after a 400km bike
ride had left her skin in a
bit of a state due to the
combined effects of the
sun, wind & rain.
The cream has done a
fantastic job at repairing the
damage in a very short
space of time and I’ve
ordered a tube from you.
She intends doing Paris-
brest-Paris this year
(1200km non-stop)”

Mark R



HWCC Rider Profiles

HWCC Riders who are dedicated to
training , diet and racing are featured
in this months issue . I have featured
some of  the clubs most prolific and
competitive riders and this section of
the mag will grow and i will feature
more each month
James Norris staying a  Cat 2 rider
and looking to move up to the 1st
Cats is a tough call and requires huge
dedication ,motivation ( especially in
UK weather conditions ).Karla Boddy
has been a revelation for the club this
year  - a strong and punchy rider
dedicated to pain and motivating
others to race . Adam Britain is a
highly talented Road racer who even
after only racing for 6 months has
moved to 2nd Cat level and looks like
being a  “ boy to watch “ for the
future .
Adam Topham should need no
introduction - being HWCCs club
champions for many years , read his
book for the best  advice on TT you
will ever need
Myself ( Cipo) well why not a
dedication to cake , flash bikes and
kit means I’m bottom of the
performance barrel but  i wanted to
keep the profiles rounded  (not unlike
myself ).
Next Month we feature------
Gareth Batson - Joe Clarke - Steve
Golla - Dave Roberts - Alisdair
Mcvarish

Name - James Norris
Age -  35
Height 6ft
Weight 75kg
Rd Bike  - Cannondales six13,FFWD,Dura
Ace
TT bIKE - Shorter Crisis,Planet X 101
Results 5th Inverse Crits  6th Ken warren
Memorial
Ace Card - Sprinting
Years Racing 4
Category - 2nd Cat
Points -26
Best 10 - 22.50
Best RR 1ST Reading RR 2ND Goodwood
star RR
Power - Monumental



HWCC Rider Profiles
Rider Profile
Name:                 Adam Brittain
Age:                      25
Height:                 5ft 8"
Weight:               58kg
RD Bike:            Specialized S-
Works SL3 with Mavic Cosmic
Carbone SL, Shimano Dura Ace
TT Bike:             Specialized
Transition Pro, Zipp Sub 9 and Front
Zipp 909, Campag Chorus/Record
Results:              Hog Hill 1st Place,
Banbury Start 2nd place, Banbury
Start King of the Mountains

Ace Card:             Hill Climbing
Years Racing:     6 months
Category:            2nd Cat
Points:                  58
Best 10:                20:51
Best 25:                na
Best 50:                na
Power:                 6.9 Watts per
Kilo

Rider Profile
Name: Karla Boddy
Age: 25
Height:  5ft Specialized SL3 S-Works, DurAce , Mavic Cosmic Carbone
TT Bike: Planet X Stealth, 65-c Zipp Disc, Front Hed 80mm, Shimano Ultegra
Results: 1st Place MK Bowl, 1st Place South East Regional road Racing Champs 2011, 1st place Hillingdon Crits, 3rd

Place National Team Series, 2nd place London Cycle league Road Race
Ace Card: Sprint Finish
Years Racing: 6 months
Category: 2nd Cat
Points: 126
Best 10: 22:51
Best 25: 1:02:04
Best 50: 2:12:51
Power: 6 watts per kilo



HWCC Rider Profiles
Rider Profile

Name:                   Adam Topham
Age:                      42
Height:                  5ft 9"
Weight:                70kg
RD Bike:               Litespeed Sienna, never gets used.
TT Bike:               Cervelo P3C with Zipp 900 disc rear and Easton EC90 90mm deep rim front.

   Mostly campag record with a Shimano Durace Wireless SRM
Results:                2010, 6 open wins and 6th in National 50, 6th in National 100, plus one course record.

 2011 so far, 3 open wins and 6th in National 50, two course records.

Ace Card:              Desire!
Years Racing:       5
Category:             N/A
Points:                  N/A
Best 10:                19:19
Best 25:                49:11
Best 50:               1:44:21
Best 100 3:38:46
Power:                 FTP 350 watts

Rider Profile

Name: Paul (Cipo) Morrissey
Age: 25( mentally ) actual 48
Height: 5ft 10"
Weight:                 13.5st
RD Bike: Orbea, Focus/Trek 5.2Easton Wheels, Shimano
Ultegra
TT Bike: Planet X Stealth, Bontrager Disc, PX 82mm front,
Shimano Ultegra
Results: Roleurs dont win just contribute
Ace Card: Sprinting
Years Racing: 8 – 15 riding
Category: 4th Cat(still)
Points:  na
Best 10: 25.33
Best 25: 1:07:02
Best 50: tbc
Power: 1million watts in a sprint



Tour of  Wales - HWCC Team
4 HWCC Riders, Adam Brittain, James Norris, Paul Mace and Neil Baxter took on the ‘Ras De Cymru’ last week, one of
the UK’s largest amateur races, encompassing 6 stages, more specifically an Individual Time Trial, four road stages and a
team time trial
HWCC’s campaign started off strongly with Brittain placing well in the individual time trial, which is a 4-mile course finishing
on a 1k climb. Riders had made their mark but there were still 5 stages and 240 miles of racing left to go. On day 2 all the
HWCC riders finished in the main bunch.  Day 3 would be decisive with an 18% climb the riders had to conquer 3 times,
followed by a team time trial in the afternoon.

A group of 5-6 riders had gotten away on the 3rd stage and managed to hold off the main pack, which Brittain finished in
and took his overall placing in the tour to 17th place. The other HWCC riders were looking strong between 50-60th place
out of the 110 riders

In the afternoon Norris led the team up to the start
line of the team time trial; a rolling 13 mile course
with a tail wind on the way out and a head wind on
the return leg. The team worked well together but
their time was only enough for 18th place out of
the 26 teams.

Stage 5 the weather had let up slightly and
Brittain and a few other GC riders pushed hard
up the first 3 mile climb. They had about 20
seconds on the chasing pack but the break
didn’t stay away. Riders and teams were
attacking at all opportunities as they knew how
important the time gaps would be into the final
stage. Another break escaped on this occasion
and Brittain remained in the chasing group of
about 30 riders. He went for a long attack to the
finish in the final 3km but he would pay for this
as his legs and body would not allow him to
maintain his pace and the other riders came
past him in the final few hundred metres. Baxter
and Mace came in strong about 4 minutes later.

In the final stage Brittain literally had to climb his way up the
General Classification from 35th place after losing time on close
competitors in the TTT. The stage was relatively flat for the first 50
miles but it finished on a Mountain Top up a 5 KM climb and a
punishing gradient. The Welsh Mountain did not disappoint and
Adam came up in 14th place overall for the day, taking valuable time
off some competitors and moving himself to 27th overall and 7
minutes down on the yellow jersey after 5 hard, long and wet days
of racing. Looks to me from the picture
like he was laughing his head off!  Bit
more effort next time I reckon.  Neil
Baxter finished in 56th place and Paul
Mace 60th. Unfortunately Sprint
Champion James Norris had to abandon
on stage 5 due to illness.  Sounds like a
great experience and some strong riding,
especially from Adam Brittain, who is still
in his first season of racing.



When it comes to exercise, do not waste time performing static stretches prior
to running or cycling.  Instead why not perform some dynamic warm up exercises
(arm and leg swings, trunk rotations, etc.)?  Dynamic stretching will warm your
muscles in preparation for the effort and mobilize joints; whereas static stretching,
prior to running or cycling, is not only unnecessary, but will only reduce the elasticity,
i.e. power, in your muscles.

The specific advantages of a dynamic warm-up, by comparison with the more traditional ‘sit and stretch’
routine, are as follows:

Because it involves continuous movement, it maintains warmth in your body and muscles. I have
found that many athletes drop their core temperature by 2-3° after sitting and stretching for 10-15
minutes;

It prepares the muscles and joints in a more sport specific manner than static stretching;
It enhances coordination and motor ability as well as revving up the nervous system – benefits which

are particularly important for younger athletes who are still ‘learning their bodies’;
Finally, and possibly most importantly, it prepares the mind for the workout ahead. Proper mental

preparation for any sport is vital and, in my considerable experience with teams and groups, I
have found that while many sit-and-stretch routines are an excuse for daydreaming, the dynamic
warm-up forces athletes to focus and concentrate on the task at hand.

Ankle pops Lightly bounce off both toes while keeping the knees very slighty bent. This is very similar to a
skipping motion, except that it is performed while moving forward. The idea is to introduce progressively more
range of motion as you move through the prescribed distance.
High knees This is basic running form while bringing the knees up higher than normal – ideally beyond your
waistline. Aim to keep your feet moving as fast as possible and your ankles, knees, hips and shoulders facing
forwards.

Butt kicksSimilar to high knees except you keep your thighs perpendicular to the ground while kicking your
heels up towards your backside. Again, move fast and keep ankles, knees, hips and shoulders in alignment.
Carioca Moving laterally to your left, cross your right foot in front of your left, then step with your left, then cross
your right foot behind the left and repeat. Aim for as much hip rotation as possible and keep those feet moving
fast! If performed correctly, this looks like a new dance move!

Step slide Assume a low athletic position with your feet slightly wider than shoulder-width apart, your ankles,
knees, hips and shoulders facing forwards and your knees slightly bent. Pushing off your right leg, slowly step
laterally to the left with your left leg, then slide your right leg back to its original position, making sure your feet
don’t touch or cross. This is similar to a ‘defensive slide’ in basketball and the coaching cue when performing it
is ‘step – slide’.

Glute walk In the process of your walk, put your left hand on your
left knee and right hand on your left ankle, then pull both in towards
your chest. Take a step and repeat on the other leg.

Back pedal Run backwards maintaining a little bit of a forward lean
(shoulders over your toes) to prevent falling. Really ‘reach back’ as
far as you can with each step to help stretch the hip flexor
muscles.

Frankenstein march Keeping your left leg straight, kick it up in
front of you as high as you can, trying to tough the fingertips of the
opposite arm – basically a straight leg march – then repeat with the
right leg. This is an excellent way to increase hamstring flexibility.

Knee hug While walking forward, hug your left knee into your
chest, then step and repeat on the right leg, continuing with
alternate legs. This is an excellent way to loosen up the glutes and
hips.

In for a STRETCHING Time



Pointers Keeping your left leg straight (and right leg bent) and left foot pointed upwards, reach down
with your right hand to try to touch your left toe. Then take a step and repeat on the other side. This is
another excellent movement for enhancing hamstring and low back flexibility.

Quad walk While walking forwards, pull your left heel in to your buttocks, then step and repeat with the
right leg, continuing with alternate legs. This is ideal for loosening up the quadriceps and hip flexors.

Low lunge Step forward with your left leg into a lunge position (ankles, knees, hips and shoulders facing
forward, torso upright) trying to place your left elbow on the ground as close to your left heel as possible

Over the fence Facing in the opposite direction to the way you want to travel, raise your left knee as
high as possible and rotate it behind you as if you were trying to walk backwards and step over an
imaginary fence. Repeat on the right leg and continue with alternate legs.

Inchworm Assume a push-up
position on the ground, and walk your
feet close to your hands while keeping
the legs as straight as possible. Then
return to the start position. Repeat
over the prescribed distance, making
sure your hands and feet never leave
the ground.

Scorpion Lie face down on the ground
with arms extended out to the sides,
palms facing down, so your body forms
a ‘T’ shape. Maintaining this facedown
position and keeping your shoulders flat
on the ground, bring your left heel and
swing it back towards your right hand in
a reverse twisting motion. Repeat on the
other leg.

We want to challenge the traditional
thinking that suggests ‘warming up and
stretching out’ as the ideal way to
maximise performance for every
workout, We believe a dynamic
approach will do a better, more sport
specific job of preparing an athlete’s
mind and body for the task ahead and
play an important role in boosting
athletic performance of all HWCC
Riders - so get your self Stretched out .



Jack Pearson HWCC Evening League Founder

Just a last important point and
pic
To the right is a pic of Jack
Pearson . It was jack ( sadly
passed on )who setup the Club
evening league as we all now it
today .
The HWCC Evening league has
for hundreds of people been
there first entry into cycling or
any sort of racing . Jack was
very much part of the club right
up till his departure to the
other world and someone i had
the pleasure of meeting
several times . Jack was a
seasoned racer and competitor
in his day with many medals and
cops to his name . I  think it
only fitting to include a picture
of this great and interesting
man in this Magazine .
Chapeu Jack and thanks from
al HWCC member past -
present and Future .

Cipo
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